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Abstract

puríng thís centurg, tl',. rou.nrent called [.o-upu.. Irbun pesign .r..g.d to address

h.:rízontal ,.bun sp.r*lbg[ocussíngon the d-u.lopr.n to{vertícalspace extenJíng{ror ubou.

to belowg.ound. fhís *o.k ís an examínation o[ G.o-rpu.. Orbunpeaígn wíth a sgecílíc

fo.r, on lu.ds..p. arclfteclure. fhís Jesígn .pprou.h ís to resear.h f,eo-space through a

reínterpretatíon of the underground pedestrían transportatíon sgstenr at the Çníversítg o{

ffianítolra f o* Çarrg f.orpr.t. f lre íntent ís to reclefíne tl',e gLralitg .,l tl're *rlLír,,q.*perience

ín the flníve rsftq ol planíLoba's pedestrian tunnel s¿Jstenì. fl're clesígn portíon ol th¡s practícum

d.u.lops seven inLerventíons at s.rr.' Jíf{..ent tunnel locatíons on campus. fl''.s" seven síte

desþns illLrstrate the geo-lands"up. ín dífferent envíronments wíth díffe.e.,t spatíal .ondítío.s.
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1 lnlroàuct,ion

l.l. Introduction

".Since 6otft approacfics fia'pe 6cm cryforel c4¡co5¡1te[), it is our \efief tfiat tfie cít1 of tfic 2lst

centuîj'wiff e4tanl lo'wn'wad into tfic gco-space potentin[itits anl, most i,mportantf1, lue to its

positiuc lute [opmcntat effect on tfte con'pcntíona[ supra-space cit1t."

- GIDEON S.GOLA

Distinguished Professor of Urban Design, Pennsylvania State University

(Golany/Ojima '1996)
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All over the world, city development now involves careful consideration

Of iSSUSeS fegafding enefgy COnSUmptiOn, Duringthiscentury, urban sprawt notontyextended

into space horizontalty butatso verticaly. The movement called Geo-space Urban Design

has emerged with the use of underground space, encompassing sunshine

penetration, eflicient ventilation and multipurpose land use, Ratherthan reptacins

existing "supra-space cities" or developing new towns, this method of development complements what already

existsbyaddressing adverse climate, land preservation and high urban land prices,

Because Geo-space development is primarily underground, environmental and aesthetic aspects are generally

lacking. While the development focus on practical activities and multipurpose land use is integral to the operation

and economic survival of Geo-spaces, the outdoor landscape should not be disregarded, Landscape is usually

thousht or as existins above sround. By weaving together or integrating the above-

ground landscape with the below-ground space, a Geo-landscape is created,

ln fact, with upfront investment in the Geo-landscape, pleasant, attractive,

and multifunctional geo-spaces can be created that support more stabilized

SOC|al aCtiVities yeaf-fOU Íìd, which in turn can attract more sociat activities and business. The theory

of Geo-space development encourages SUfllight penetfatiOn ¡nto the Geo-space often creating new

landforms external to the Geo-space resulting in new "Geo-landscape" designs,
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rne GOO-landSCapO is a way to draw together the economic,

social and environmental aspects of the Geo-space site, and mitigate

any spatial disconnection with the outdoor environment.With a focus

on transitional change from outdoor to indoor space and enhancement

or â sorìse of place, an othenruise disconnected

landscape can acquire a distinct character based

on the surrounding landscape,

Top image: The existing underground space

Bottom image: lntegrating the external landscape with a Geo-space creates a Geo-landscape.
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1.2 Site selection and context

The University of Manitoba Fort Cany Campus is located at the centre

of Canada where the climate is dry-cold in the wínter and dry-hot in the summer.

Temperatures can range from -35.C in the winter to 35"C in the summer.This campus

has more than fifty buildings with three-tunnel systems that connect more than twenty

buildings, allowing people to avoid inclement weather while walking from building to

building under the campus. Unfortunately, the tunnel system, which we can call a

Geo-space, has not been well developed,

Ofientati h$ oneseti is confusing and sunshine penetrarion and

n atu fal en Vi fOn ment are tacking, creating a dreary, mundane environment.

This situation calls on the landscape architect to ameliorate this space in order to weave

the Geo-space and natural environment together throughout the existing tunnel network.

Bottom image: The image shows the above-ground campus environment of University of Manitoba Fort Garry Campus

The photos show examples of

current tunnel conditions on

campus and their disconnection

from the extemal environment.
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1.3 Goals & objectives

The goal of this practicum is to redesign the tunnel system at the University of Manitoba. This redesigned tunnel system,

called Transitional Geo-landscape Network, while segregated from the campus by its very nature, should be an integrated part

of the existing campus environment, The existing tunnel system will be used as the basic site to develop a systematic, all-season

pedestrian landscape, A symbolic landmark for each building/faculty is developed to assist with wayfinding.

The objectives in accomplishing this goal include:

- defining Geo-space, Geo-landscape and architectural landscape and

the relationship of each;

- identifying seven types of tunnel in terms of their physical and spatial

characteristics

ameliorating the tunnel system and related environment in terms

of sunlight penetration and energy efficiency to improve the

u ndergrou nd experience;

creating a relationship for each tunnel site with its exterio/interior

environment; and

- structuring a symbolic landmark for each Geo-landscape segment;

14



1.4 Scope and Site issues

There are a number of issues to be addressed in understanding the practicality of this exercise as a

practicum,

The university's underground pedestrian pathways are located

in building basements, which are connected by tunnels developed to

accomodate the infrastructure for utilities, Consequently, the tunnel

system is of poor quality for social activity; connection to the natural

environment is lacking; and there is often n0 spatial separation from

the utilities area, Regardless of the existing constraints, the intention of

this practicum is to provide an opportunity to illustrate the concepts and

guidelines that can be applied to certain types of tunnel segments to

build vertical landscape layers,

lt lì r.
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1.5 Methodolory

The fifSt Step of the practicum was to research the current design of Geo-spaces and related theories.

A literature search was done on such topics as connectivity to the external environment; spatial layering; spatial forms,

particulalry Chinese and Japanese garden form; and sunlight penetration and lighting design. The information gained through

this step provided the background for fundamental design ideas and concepts for application to each particular site.

This was fOllOWed by site inventory that examined and recorded the existing physicat and psychological

characteristics, Analysis of the site was accomplished through a series of analytical maps that help in the identifìcention of

specific issues,

The final Step was the site design proposalwhich synthesized the information gathered and generated during

the previous stages. Finally a master plan was developed with serial design drawings, models, a program of appropriate activities,

spatial organization and symbolic landmarks for each site,

16



2 Hiøtory & defrnilions
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Z,History & àefrnit.ions

2.1 Past and present

HiStOf iCall!, unoerground human settlements have existed mostly in rural centers to

meet a variety of needs:

. to save precious agricultural land

. for defense. to escape religious persecution

. for protection from harsh climate

. for low-income and homeless users often relegated to below-ground space. for high populations with a limited land base,

As a result, a negative impression has often been associated with underground settlements.

CU ffentl!, underground spaces are a new development for addressing urban sprawl, Development of underground

space could moderate a number of modern conditions:

a

a

a

hi gh energy consumption

high urban land prices

harsh weather
loss of agricultural and recreational land
seasonal constraints on the use of public sppaces.

18

An indigenous cliff village
in Tunisia. Dwellings are
in horizontal layers follow-
ing the geological stratifi-
cation of the mountain.

(Golony/Ojima 1996 p. 326)



These conditions have emerged as a reuslt of urban sprawl, city

development, and modern urban life, New developments and highly

advanced technology are searching for ways to solve the stresses

associated with modern life.

2.2 Defrnitions & relationship

The emerging terms Geo-space, Geo-landscape, Geo-landscape architecture are closely related but have different meanings,

GeO-SpaCO ¡s a term that refers to the buitt space wthin the earth.

GeO-landSCape is a term that refers to the landscape design which develops the natural and buitt Geo-space's environment.

GeO-la ndSCa pe AfCh iteCtU fe ¡, a tem that refers to the apptication of creative and rechnicat skils and scientific, culturat

and political knowledge in the planned anangement of natural and constructed elements in the Geo-space.
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The Geo-space Urban Design still focusses on the architecture of the building, At this point in time, Geo-space

urban design primarily focusses on the physical aspects of Geo-space, such as land use, hazards and safety, and climatic

considerations. lt needs to become more than that, lt is a way to draw together economic, social and environmental aspects,

while solving physical problems by employing Geo-landscape architecture to create Geo-landscapes,

Geo-space should include careful considerations of the site itself, Geo-landscape

would thereby include the environmental elements introduced of the site (including

existing and proposed elements), and Geo-landscape architecture is the act of applying

the techniques to create a Geo-landscape.

2.3 T¡pologr

Five types of underground space have been defined by professors Gole and Ojima at their book, Geo-

space Urban Design. They have assigned Geo-spaces to type categories according to their form, relationships with

the external environment, and spatial traits,

Gole and Ojima's Type 5, which references Geo-space (Japanese concept), may confuse readers of this

practicum. I have chosen to use the term, Geo-space, to describe any space within the ground, whereas the two

professors use the term to describe a complex city-like underground development.

The following texts are sourced from Golany/Ojima's Geo-Space Urban Design, pages 3-7.
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Type 1: Earth-sheltered Habitat

The term earth-sheltered habitat, or supraterranean habitat, is

now commonly used in the United States to describe a habitat construct-

ed mostly above ground and enveloped by a layer of earth, usually about

one-half meter in thickness.

Type 2: Semi-below Ground

A semi-belowground dwelling is a unit constructed partly below

and partly above ground. This is one of the most common human-make

housing forms and was used in Neolithic village communities in China,

Japan, and other places of the ancient world, lt is still in use in rural

commuinities in Africa.

è+\
È

Earth-sheltered Habitat

RecentAmerican

Semi-below Ground

Mediterranean
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Type 3, Subsurface house

A subsurface house is a shallow belowground dwelling with a

short distance between its ceiling and the soil surface, usually about one-

half meter or less.

Type 4 Belowground (Subterranean Space)

Belowground or subterranean space has been the most com-

mon form of earth-integrated space used throughout history,

22
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Type 5 Geo-Space

The term geo-space is currently used by the

Japanese to describe space that is fully submerged deep

with in the earth, Japanese designers have introduced some

innovative and pioneering concepts of geo-space forms for

multipurpose human activities at depths of 50 meters or

m0re.

Geo-space

Japan

z5
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Modern Geo-space below grade. Above ground are paths.



3 1ile analyøiø
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3. 1ite analyøiø

3.1 Site location

"The University of Manitoba Fort Garry Campus is situated on 278 hectares (680 acres) of river basin

land extending from Pembina Highway to the Red River." (Neþlan Office) Since this campus was established

in 1912 as an agricultural college, the campus plan has changed significantly, These changes have included

developing new buildings and a new research park; pedestrian and vehicular circulation redevelopment; and

other infrastuctural network development. All these changes have resulted in this campus becoming "a wide

range of service places rather than a primarily academic institution." (Netplan Office)

The tunnel system is located in the central area of this campus, lt

links most of the buildings to University Centre, the University of Manitoba

Student Union complex.

¿o



Site location map
I mage source: www, googlearth, ca

Legend: Site boundary

Campus boundary
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3.2 Site access

As it shows trom the Site aCCeSS map, most of the existing tunnel system has no universal pedestrian

access,

The g feen dOtS show the locations where there is universat pedestnan access.

The fed dOtS show the loacations that have no universat pedestrian access,

Also, on this campus, there are tunnels are not linked to the public system, ex, the Tache Hall tunnel.

0n this map, the seasonalwalking circulation,

the Ofange bfOken line, representsthemostpopularwalkingpathsfrombusstopsorvehictedropoff/parkingtots

to the buildings.

28



Site access map
I mage source: ulww, googlearth,ca

Universal pedestrian access
Leoend:" Nor universal pedestrian access

No public access

4þ

e

a

Tunnel

External seasonal path WWNÈ¡W
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33 Sunlight penetration

The SUnlight penetfatiOn map indicates where natruat tishtreaches into the tunnetspace.

The thfee COIOfS indicate the potential for natural lighting within the tunnel space. Most of the tunnel system is

marked in pin k which means there is no sunlight penetration opportunity.

The blUe COIOf indicates an opportunity for indirect natural lighting which means windows inside the underground space

relaynatuallightfromotherwindowswhiletheyellOW COlOf showsthereisanopportunityfordirectsuntightpenetrationin

this part of the tunnel space. Some of these tunnels have high windows on the wall and some have ceiling windows that let sunshine

into tunnel.

30
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Site sunlight penetration map
I mage source: www, googlearth,ca

Legend: Withsunlightpenetrationopportunity

WithindirectsuntightpenetrationopportunityE

Withoutsunlightpenetrationoppportunity FW
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3.4 Density of movement

The denSity Of mOvement map shows the tevet or pedestrian use in this tunnet system.

Gathering tunnel use data took place in the winter time dunng class hours.

Overall, the most popular tunnel segments are those linked to UMSU (University of Manitoba Student Union Centre)

The tunnel becomes less popular as it moves further away from the

U M S U Centfe, Most walkers use the tunnels for their coffee break, walking to the gym during lunch break, and

walking to the other faculties.

,7¿



Site density of movement
I mage source: www, googlearth. ca

Legend: Less than 5 people in 30 mins rrffiw"i&tr

11-20 people in 30 mins

31-50 peopte in 30 mins wwwww¡

map

5-10 people in 30 mins

21-30 people in 30 mins

More than 50 people in 30 mins

irÌì j jir!;irirlir.ilii;iil¡iÌif1i,,i

W
W
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3.5 Movement & interruption

The mOVement map measures watkingimoving fluidity in the tunnet spaces,

There are a lot of segments/areas where movement changes direction or intersects other tunnels. When people come to those segments,

they have to avoid people moving perpendicular to them or the opening of hallway and room doors.

These areas are identified as multi-directional movement tunnel segments.

0n the other hand, the tunnels have some segments that are single or dual

directional walking paths, These segments mostly extend from building to

building and share space with utilities,
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Site sunlight penetration map
I mage source: wvwv. googlearth. ca

Legend: Single direstional movement

Multr-directional movement
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Tunnel view with sunlight penetration and out-door environment
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4.Typology

The most effective way to understand and study these tunnel conditions is to

The site analysis maps in the previous section illustrated that there are a variety of conditions in the tunnel system.

categorize them by type, Based on their physical/spatial dimension and their

relationship with the out-door environment the tunnel conditions on campus

can be assigned to one of seven types, All of these types can be considered

as Earth-Sheltered Habitats, as described by professors Golany and 0jima

in their book Geo-space Urban Design, although the depth of space of these

types within the earth differs from the Golany/Ojima Earth-Sheltered Habitat.
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lmages:

WINDOWS

S PAT lA L D I M E N S I O N t* tunnel with a wide watkins spaæ under the Ensineering Buitdins The wide watkins tunnet with a tons space deplh

The wide open window connecls tunnel wilh oul-door environmenl. The classroom aìsìe's windows ìn the tunnel

LIGHTING The lunnel view of the artiflcal lighting system with reflecting floor. The tunnel view of full natural lighling and shadows
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Type 1 - section of tunnel

4,1 The Geo-space of seven tunnel types

4.1.1 Type I

This type of tunnel is lOCated at the drop off area between the Russell Building and Engineering Building in

the south-westarea of campus, lt is a p0pUlaf Walking path for architecture students and staff going to the

uMSU cenrre during corree/runch break. There is Only One lOcation of this type on Campus

The section drawins shows the tunnet is One Wall away ffOm the OUtdOOf enVifonment, There

are windows on this wall where natUfal lighting can come into this tunnel/geo-space. Hours in which natural light

can reach into the tunnel are limited because of the window size which allows only certain angles of the sun to reach into

thespace, lnsidethetunnel, CifCUlatiOn iS Single difeCtiOnâl exceptforonespotwherethereisadoorto

outside. Exterior to the tunnel, there is a paved incline to grade, which serves as a loading dock and pedestrian route.

40



Type 2 - section of tunnel

4.1.2 Type2

This type of tunnel ¡s lOCated in various places in the tunnel system. Basically, this type is situtated

in the building's basement. Some segments of this tunnel type have an opportunity to introduce indirect

sunlight penetration throush basement windows. This type nas filiXOd lighting, bOth natUfal and

aftifiCial. Normally, these segments of the tunnel are fullof students/staff during class break time, Segments

of this tunneltype often rrave inffUCtUfe pipeS. Circutation in this type of tunnetis lTlUlti-difeCtiOnal

which means walkers often interfere with one another,

41



4.1.3 Type 3

Type 3 is the segment between the Continuing Education Building and Max Bell Centre, This segment

connects the Continuing Education Building's basement to the Max Bell Centre's ground floor. lt is SitUtated

in a sloped tunnel with two sides of windows to the outside landscape. The design of the tunnel allows people

to visually experience the four seasons when walking between the two

bUildings. The outside environment includes two gardens; the west side garden opens onto University

Crescent, while the east side garden is enclosed by three buildings. NatUfal light can reach inside the

tunnel; however, its time is limited. The round windows along the two sides of this tunnel frame the landscape

view. Circluation in this tunnettype is a Single difeCtiOnal.

i

42
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Type 4 - section of tunnel

4.1.4 Type 4

artificial lighting is used. There are no classrooms associated with this tunneltype. lt ¡s SitUâtOd U.¡"..n two buildings,

It is also aSSOCiatOd with infrastructure pipes, The ground to tunnel ceiling layer of this type of tunnel is thicker than

that of rype 6, circutation is normaly , Single difeCtiOnal mOVement This type of tunnet nas thl00

lOCatiOnS on this campus: one is between the Tier Building and Drake Centre; one is between the Adminstration

Building and Universtiy Centre; one is between the Parker Building and Wallace Building. All theSe lOCatiOnS

have a roadway over them,

Type 4 is â VOI! typiCal tUnnel on the FortGarry Campus. This type of tunnel has no windows, only
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Type 5 - section of tunnel

4.1.5 Tlpe 5

Type 5 is half inside a building's basement with one side that has an openning view to the out-door

environment, lt is lOCatgd ¡n the University Centre (UMSU) basement and the Machray Hall basement to the

Armes Lecture Building. This type at these two locations has limited hours of SUnlight penetfatiOn

because of the relationship of the angle of the sun to the window opening,Tne WindOWS tO the OUt-

doors are large, framing the view well and introducing nature to the inside of

the tUnnel, rne circulation atthe UMSU location is l'llUlti-difeCtiOnal, The one atthe Machray Han is

mostly single directional, The UMSU location has doors that OpOfì tO an eXtefiOf SUnken gafden,

the south side of which is sloped that divides the garden from the upper level path on the north side of the

Engineering Building. The one at the Machray Hall has a door that leads to the out-doors where there is a garden

with benches.
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Type 6 - section of tunnel

Type 6 has l'lO WindOWS and is built completely underground, Normally, it is the linkage between two

buildings anO UhdOf a gafden Of path, consequently the ceiling layer is thinner than that of the Type 4.

4.1.6 Type 6

Circulation in this type is Single difeCtiOnal, rne Type 6 tunnet nas VâliOUS lOCatiOflS on campus: one

is located at the west side of the Pharmacy Building; east side of the Buller Building; in front of the Fitzgerald Building;

between the Animal Science/Entomolgy, the Lecture Block and the main Agriculture Building. There are other such

linkagesbetweenbuildingsonthiscampusbuttheyareshorterthantheonesmentioned,ThereisfìO SUnlight

pen etfatiO fì, only artificial lighting.
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4.r,7 Type 7 
Type 7 - section of tunnel

Type 7 has only One loCatiOn on this campus. lt is located at the south side of the Tier building. This

tunnel segment faces the bus loop and Tache Hatl. tt acts as a bUS Sheltef, a CifCUlatiOn nOdê and

building entrance people walk to this point, a g fOU n d leVel tU n ne l, then will take stairs or the elevator to the

underground tunnel, circulation atthissesmentis ffiUti-direCtiOflâl and notn hOrizOntal and veftiCal.

This type of tunnel emerges at ground level with ceiling and wall windows that bring bfight SUnlight into the

tunnel. lt is a brighVwhite space with full sunlight penetration. lt may considered as a hut but is still part of the tunnel

system. This segment of tunnel has very good visual connection with the out-

door environment,
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Out-door environment view
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4.2 The location of seven tunnel types on the Campus tunnel system

on the FortGarry campus map, The predominant tunnel type is in yellow which

indicates these segments are all Type 2. ln the UMSU centre, the tunnel is

predominantly Type 1; however, it has some features of Type 5, The walking

area in the middle of UMSU centre is similar to Typel with one wall/one room

away from the out-door environment, subsequently extending into a public

seating space with the window openings directly connected with the out-door

This tunnels/types location map shows the SCVOfì tUnnel typeS with their sesments rno lOCatiOnS

environment, Type 7 is very short and beside the Type 4 at the south side of

the Tier Building
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Seven tunnel types location map
I mage source: wunv.googlearth.ca

Legend: Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

W

lrffiRlssN$*.{l

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6 -

#tr;íffiw7-q#ffi.

i::.:' at: : ::.:,, :t:tait:'t: ltti:1::::: t: lt)1) Type 7
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4.3 Relationship to the outdoor environment

rne Relationship to the out-door environment map indicates the tunner system and

how itrelates to the out-door environment, There ,ru tWO typeS Of felatiOnShipS on this campus: one is direct

where there is a direct connection either visually or physically to the out-doors; the other is indirect where the closest outdoor

environment is not visually or physically connected with the tunnel. ln the latter case, the tunnels may be covered by the

earth which btocks rhe porentiatconnection, The afea between bUildings Can be COnSidefed

as part of the tunnel site. Currently in some places there are gardens, but

they have no connection to the tunnels, They do offer possibilities for future

design which would be linked to the tunnels, The intention is treat the tunnel

as the central visual point to view for the whole site, The buildings serve

as the edge or boundaries of a site, and where there is no building, the

boundary extends as far as the eye can see,
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Relationship with outdoor environment map
I mage source: vruvw. googlearth. ca

Legend: lndirectopportunity W
Directopportunity W
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4.4 Design sites for the seven tunnel types on campus

This map shows the setected tocations with SOVOn tU n nel/typeS. TheSe Seven lOCa-

tions which will be the seven site's designs described in section five of this

document, The clearly boundary will be defined at the following sections

too, These boundaries are different from the map of Related outdoor envi-

fOn ment, They clearly analyzed the future development opportunity for each segment of tunnel as well as the outside

environment's plan,
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Design sites of the seven types location map
I mage source: www.googlearth.ca

Legend: types/sites numbers and their locations $ * ff
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4.5. Analysis the seven sites

3.5.1 Site/type I

Site/type Site/type1 is situated berween two buitdinss

where there is mixed loading and pedestrian use, The tunnel entrance is very

convenient for the walkers to enter the tunnel, The slope here is from ground lev-

el to the underground level. This loading area is the main entrance for equipment

and materials to both the Faculty of Architecture and the Faculty of Engineering,

This site has universal accessibility to the tunnel system,

Site boundary & buildings

The Boundary & Building map shows the exterior/condition with respect to

the building. The gray rectangles are buildings. The shaded area to the left

represents the Russell Building and the shaded area on the right represents

the Engineering Building. The dark gray color indicates the tunnel's location.

ïhe red line shows the boundary line between side of the tunnel site to the

Nursing Building offering a whole new site to the future development.
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Environment view of site 1

Site boundary & buildings map



Site circulation map

The Circulation map shows pedestrian movement on the site. The purple

line shows the outside environment. The yellow line shows the inside

circulation.

Site shadow map

Site circu lation

Shadows from buildings have little impact on this site, except where

indicated by the black squares. Shadow from vegetation is cast by small

shrubs.

Site shadow
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Site land form/land use

The green color indicates the vegetation; the light grey pattern illus-

trates the walking and loading/drop off area by the tunnel door in the

south area; on the upper-level, north side, the light gray pattern shows

the walking path; on the south east side the purple gray area repre-

sents a flower bed under development,

Site vegetation

The vegetation map indicates the vegetation's location at this site, The

vegetation here includes shrubs and grasses, At the left side of the

loading area, wild shurbs are growing.
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Site view opportunity map

Analysis of the site shows that the current view is very limited. Any view

is towards the south and it is restncted by buildings and the sloping ramp.

0ne of the goals in developing a design for this site is to expand the view

shed (the blue area on the map),

Site view oppodunity

Tunnel view opportunity

lnside the tunnel, the view is very uni-directional. The windows on the

wall do not provide a visual opportunity for most tunnel users, There may

be a view opportunity for some people who are taller than normal, Other-

wise, the tunnel views are only of the interior space. The photo shows the

actual view inside the tunnel and the natural lighting of the tunnel space.

Most pedestrians will turn their heads in the direction of the natural light

when they go past the windows,

Tunnelview
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Conclusion

This Type 1 site exists in an infrustucture tunnel that connects two building's basements with a link to the outside via

a door to a loading/walking area, The tunnel currently isolates the outdoor environment on the north side from that of the south

side loading dock area. There is potential to connect these two areas,

3.5.2 Site/type 2

Site/type 2 is a typìcal tunnel on this campus, This type is typically situtated at the basement of buildings, The

selected site is located in the basement of the Faculty of Architecture's Architecture ll Building. There are computer laborato-

ries, classrooms, staff offìces, equipment rooms in the basement, This building's basement has high windows to introduce the

natural light, This also is the tunnel's only indirect natural light opportunity.
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Site boundary & buildings map

Site land form/land use map

The boundary is the red line which indicates pathways around the

building and includes the front and back of this building. On this map,

the building is the white area.

Site boundary & buildings

0

Site vegetation map

This map shows three zones of this site: the gray zone is the yard

area; the black dot pattern is the tunnel location; and the white is the

building. The blank color indicats a small, below grade courtyard.

Site vegetation

Site land form/land use

The vegetation map illustrates the tree locations as green circles.

Most of the area around the building is grassed with some shrubbery

beside the walking path,



Site shadow

The site shadow map illustrates shadow locations, The big, dark purple

square on the north side of the building is the shadow cast by the building

Site circulation

The circulation map shows the walking path, The purple lines along the

boundary line are the actual path. At the front, the purple line going to the

building is the main entrance. At the rear, there is no path to the below

ground courtyard; the only access is from the building. The yellow lines

illustrate the major walking direction.

Site & tunnel view opportunity

The site view opportunity map illustrates the views currently on this site,

Vìew sheds are the blue areas, lnside the tunnel, the views are short and

channel-like. The windows on the two sides of the walls can transfer light,

both natural and artificial, to the tunnel space from adjoining rooms.
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Tunnelview

Type 2 is a typical tunnel on this campus, The windows on the wall provide indirect

lighting. ln any future development, it will be very hard to open up the space to

natural lighting, to change the walking conditions or to integrate with the outdoor

environment.

3.53 Site/type 3

Site/type 3 i, tn, above ground tunnel that connects the Max Bett

Centre at ground level to the Continuing Education Building's basement tunnel, The

outside environment extends to University Cresent. There is a garden on the east

and west sides of this tunnel segment. This tunnel is very important for people who

use the gyms in these buìldings,

Environment view of site 3

Conclusion

ot



Site boundary & buildings

The site 3 boundary extends from University Cresent to the

east side entrance to the Max Bell Centre. The red line illustrates the

boundary of the site, The grey areas are buildings and blue grey area is

the tunnel.

Site land form/land use

The site 3 map shows the walking path from University Cres-

cent to the landscape structure (stairs and ramp) that allows pedestri-

ans access to two levels. One level is to the entrance of the tunnel/fÌrst

floor of the Max Bell Centre; the other is to the second floor of the Max

Bell Centre. The garden area gradually slopes upwards from the base-

ment level to ground level,

0
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Site boundary & buildings map

dì Site land formiland use map



Site circulation map

The circulation map uses dark gray double arrows to illustrate

the walking direction, They basically follow the walking path in

the west side garden. lnside the tunnel, circulation is a single

directional movement,

Site vegetation map

Site circulation

0

Plants, which are trees for the most part, are along the two

sides of the tunnel.

Site vegetation
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Site shadow

The shadow map uses the dark gray color to illustrate the

shadows cast by both the vegetation and buildings.

Site & tunnel view opportunity

This segment of the tunnel has a very good connection to

the outdoor environment, The windows on the wall provide good view

ports as well as natural lighting. The view shed, the blue area, at this

site are only the parts between the two windows of the tunnel. lnside

the tunnel, the space has mixed natural and artificial lighting,

0
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The site/type 3 tunnel has a very good visual connection with the out-door environment. While it acts as a bridge between the

two buildings, it also acts as a barrier between the west and east side gardens, Any future development should treat the west

and east side gardens and tunnel as a whole site, and include universal access to the second floor of the Max Bell Centre

from the east garden.

3.5.4 Site/type 4

is the central area of the campus. There are two entrances to the tunnel on the UMSU side, one from the UMSU centre itself

and one from the Engineering Building, There is one entrance on the Administration side. These three buildings represent the

Site/type 4 is located at the west side of the Adminstration Building and east side of the UMSU centre. This

Conclusion

history and change that has occurred on this campus, The Administration

Buìlding was built in 1912', UMSU in 19ô9; the new envelope for the

Engineering Building (finished in 2006) represents the most modern

building style.

Environment view of site 4
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Site boundary & buildings

This map includes the space between these two buildings

as well as tunnel's location. The dark gray area at the east

side is the Administration Building; the dark gray color on

the west side are structures,

Site vegetation & shadows

This map shows the vegetation and the shadows it creates,

Most plants are at the fronts of these two buildings. The

Administration Building has more plants.

bb

Site boundary & buildings map

0 Site vegetation & shadows map



Site/tunnel circulation map

The site circulation is very open with the multi-directional

walking. There are walking paths in front of both build-

ings and a road way between the buildings, allowing drop

off/pick up and parking. This site also provides a two level

walking path for entry to the UMSU centre, The circulation

on this siie is complicated with multiple level and universal

access/ramps. The yellow double arrows illustrate the

tunnel circulation, The path is very straight and single

directional.

Site & tunnel view opportunity

Site/tu n nel circu lation

Site/tunnel view opportunity map

The map shows that the view opportunity on the site is

quite open, no blue color shows the view shed, The site

has a wide, multi-directional view angle. However, the tun-

nel view (blue area) opportunity is very limited.
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Conclusion

Site/type 4 is an open site that is complicated because of its many layers. lt is

at the centre of campus. lt represents this campus's evolution through time. The

future developmentshould provide more opportunities that would encourage

more social activities because of the significance of this site.

3.5.5 Site/type 5

UMSU Plaza. This segment of tunnel is under the UMSU plaza and allows the

educational, commericial and social interaction, lt is the largest public indoor

space on this campus. The extended seating area next to the windows intro-

duces nature to this sapce year round.

Site/type 5 is situated between the Engineering Buitding and the
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Site boundary & buildings map

Site boundary & buildings

This site includes the space from the north side of the Engineering Building (in

dark gray color) to the south side of the UMSU Building, The red line illustrates

the site boundary with the tunnel shown in a blueish gray color,0

Site land formiland use map

At this site the exterior and interior are strongly connected, lt is the only site

that has signifìcant commercial development, There is an out-door walking path

(the dark gray pattern in the middle) connected with the tunnel through doors.

Large windows give a clear view to the exterior as well. There is a ground level

walking path (the lighter gray pattern area) parallel to this below-grade walking

path. Not only does the difference in elevation separate the two paths, there is a

physical barrier in the form of a concrete wall enclosing flower beds (the green

grass pattern).

Site land form/land use
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Site vegetation

The vegetation runs down the middle of the site. lt is contained in the

concrete banier structure,The vegetation consists of shrubs, grass, flowers

and trees,

Site shadow

Shadows on this site are affected by the Engineering Building and the

trees, The dark, gray color at the south side is the building's shadow,

Site & tunnel view opportunity

This site has a well developed view connection from the interior tunnel

space to the out-door sunken garden; however, the below grade walking

path is not well connected with the ground level walking path, the blue area

shows the view shed on map. lnside the tunnel, there are several places

that allow people to look outside, The shops along the two sides of the tun-

nel path provide rich views.
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Tunnel view

Conclusion

Site/type 5, one side has a visual connection with the outdoor environment and

provÌdes an excellent opportunity to enhance the connection with the exteriår

environment, The high density of people walking and sitting in this space provides

a very good basis for commerical activity. Future development should improve the

quality of this tunnel segment's experience. For example, the sunken garden does

not attract many visitors because it is isolated and disconnected from the main

focus of activity, As well, there are no visual signals to alert walkers to the pres-

ence of the garden,

3.5.6 Site/type 6

Environment view of site 6

This tunnel is an important path for walkers from the UMSU centre to the

Buller Building and other buildings at the north side of the campus. lt has some

similarity to type 4, except that it has a thinner ceiling layer. This site has a visual

connection with the UIMSU plaza at the north-eastside and is ìmpacted by UMSU

activities; however, this area is enclosed by buildings which provide separation

from UMSU.
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Site boundary & buildings

Site/type 6 is a courtyard located at the north side of the UMSU centre; east side the

FitzGerald Building, (the School of FineArts), and the Pharmacy Building; south side

of the Allen Building; the west side of the Buller Building, The boundary of this site is

shown by the red line,

Site land form/land use

There are only two land forms on this site, The gray pattern shows the paved walking

path of this courtyard. The green pattern inside the red line are the flower beds.
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Site circulation map

This map shows circulation on the site and in the tunnel, The purple double ar-

rowed lines represent the site circulation, while the yellow double arrowed line

shows the tunnel's circulation pattern,

Site vegetation map

The¡e are flower beds around each building. These flower beds also have trees

(shown in dark green color), There are trees (dark green color) in the middle of

the seating area, This site's shadows are from plants and buildings, The dark gray

area indicates shadows.

C ircu latio n

Vegetation
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Site & tunnel view opportunity

This site has very open views except the blue area, the view shed area has the

limited view angle in between the two buildings, At the south end, the view from

the UMSU centre takes in the whole site. lnside the tunnel, there is only one view

direction, looking straight ahead to the end, This tunnel has no openings to the ex-

terior, consequently the future development should open an opportunity to create a

view to the outdoor environment.

Conclusion

Currently, this site has no sense of place. lt can be anywhere on campus.

Components of this site are disconnected, seating is isolated to individual pieces.

Future development would be directed at creating a gathering center, which would

unite those pieces as a place, Plantings at this site provide enough shade for

people to enjoy the outdoor space. The space in front of the Fine Arts School has

the potential to provide an area for quiet discussion and reflection, The shade and

good view opportunity in this space offer the potential to develop this area as a
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Environmentview of site 7

center. Future development should emphasize this center space and

connect the above ground space with the underground space, while

maintaining the site's existing uses, .

3.5.7 Site/tpe 7

Site/type 7 faces the main bus stop and is situtated in front of the Tier

Building. This segment of tunnel is a transportation node which con-

nects two tunnels at different levels: one is an extended tunnel from

the Tier Building at ground level; the other is from the underground

tunnel to the Law School. This segment has a glassed ceiling and

large windows making this segment very popular year round.

Site boundary & buildings rrp (J

Site boundary & buildings

The red lines illustrate the area of this site which includes the north-

east side garden, walking path to the main bus station, and front yard

of Tier Building,
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Site land form/land use

This is an open flat site with a large paved pedestrian area, indicated as the gray

pattern on this map, and lawn as the green pattern.

Site circulation

This site's path is basically in an easUwest direction (see the purple double ar-

rowed lines). The south boundary is a oneway road way heading west, heavily

used by buses. Pedestrians randomly cross this road, On this map, the gray

color shows the tunnel location, Tunnel's walking circulation are shown in yellow

tô

Site land form/land uæ map
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Site vegetaion & shadows map

The plants are located at the north-east side of the tunnel. The yellowish green

color illustrates the grass location. the dark green color shows the plant locations,

Basically, this is a very open site with very limited shadows caused by the trees,

Site vegetation & shadows

Site & tunnel view opportunity map

The view opportunities at this site are open and wide. Outside this tunnel, the site

is largly open and few corners have view sheds (blue area), The tunnel has wide

windows on the walls, providing an unlimited view.

Site & tunnel view oppoftunity

-7 -7



Conclusion

The site/type 7 provides an excellent opportunity to connect the tunnel with the

out-door environment, ln fact, they are already connected, However, the con-

nection to the environment has not been well developed, Future development

should focus more on the north-east side garden,

4.6. Conclusion

Alinal,thesesevensires/types.'.Vâlied in their Spatial traits, loCatiOns, Vegetation,

sunlight penetration opportunities, circulation patterns and view opportuni-

ties ' The analysis of each site provided background for the succeeding stage - the design approach, The analysis of these

seven sites/types is an attempt to capture the variety of conditions on this campus. The more conditions that are identifìed and

analyzed, the more complexity is possible in the fìnal design stage. This encourages the consideration of a range of approach-

es to address each site's individual issues. The existing conditions also reveal what is lacking with respect to a public space

at each site, The designs for these spaces should all respond to people's physical and emotional needs and activities, such
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as wondering, pausing, sitting, talking, gathering, and watching as well as issues of directed circulation, ln exploring humans'

social needs within the context of the tunnel conditions, it became apparent that there were three primary areas to address:

1.the need to create a friendly environment within a harsh seasonal climate;

2.the need to build connection between the underground level's interior space and the above ground's exterior environment; and

3.the need to infuse the social, commercial, and educational functions into a single walking tunnel system.

tn approaching the design rorthese tunnets, the key iS tO UndefStand the felatiOnShip

between these three areas of consideration, There is no simple answer as

to how to develop such below ground spaces, The complexity in developing

these tunnels involves not only the action of "glueing"/opening/connecting

two levels of space, but also the creation of friendly, year-round public spac-

es in sync with a modern lifestyle that is subject to energy and climatic con-

straints, ln order to develop the underground pedestrian tunnel into a public

social, commercial, and educational space, as illustrated in the next chapter

the design is an attempt to push the envelope and shift thinking in terms of

space, the environment and social, commercial, and educational interactions,
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5. Deøign

5.1. Conceptual design study for seven sites/types

ln developing the conceptual design material from the previous section the following was taken into account: prec-

edents in geo-space design, site analysis issues, and the design opportunities and constraints generated from the analysis.

From this, it was decided to focus on spatial traits and lighting opportunities within the Geo-landscape, This decision resulted

in a number of questions that needed to be asked,

How can a tunnel become a Geo-landscape design space?

How can sunsh¡ne penetration play a key role in both the tunnel, Geo- space, and the outdoor environment?

' What kind of design strategies can be applied to link the tunnel space to the outdoor environment?
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Based on the features of these seven locations, the following conceptual spatial studies explore these questions in

the manner of spatial language, They are abstract, elegant rather than practical.



Study l: Site I

Spatial topics:

Openness and enclosure

Out-door environment as part of indoor space.

Entrance landmark

Connection & separatíon

Lighting topics:

Sunlight pertretation

Translucent or opaque wall material affecting sunlight

Light & shadows

Framed (control led) sunli g ht vs. unconstrained

sunlight
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Study 2: Site 2

Spatial topic:

. Entrance landmark

. Movement inside the tunnel space

Lighting topic:

Light transferance

Translucent materials vs. opaque materials

Light & shadow
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Study 3: Site 3

Spatial topic:

New space creation through introduction of ditferent

li ghting and materials.

Movement order

Lines, curves

Entrance landmark

t

a

o

Lighting topic:

Tunnel space/geo-space under full sunlight

Lighting impact on ditferent materials withÍn this

geo-space

Lighting & Shadows
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Study 4: Site 4

Spatial topic:

Order of movement

Entrance landmark

Collection vs. dispersal points

Lighting topic:

. Translucent material
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Study 5: Site 5

Spatial topic:

Movement in the tunnel space

Elements intruding into/intersecting tunnel space

Space within other spaces

Lighting topic:

Design within a limited lighting regime

Lighting with translucent materals
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Study 6: Site 6

Spatial topic:

Design elements into tunnel space

Deconstruct tunnel space

Connect deconstructed tunnel space with outdoor

environment

Landscape structure within tunnel space

Lighting topic:

. Lightvs. shadow
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Study 7: Site 7

Spatial topic:

Landscape structure connected to tunnel space

Movement & order

Reflective material

Lighting topic:

. Material reaction with the lighting

. Plants as a lighting frame
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5.2 Design strategies for seven sites

The development in these types of tunnel/geo-space is intended to build a "walking heaven" that includes the follow-

ing aspects/principles,

Place

Place is a principle that requires these geo-landscape designs have unique identities, This may include the one of

physical products, such as landmarks, structures, buildings, benches, and the elements that evoke emotional experiences,

memories, reactions, actions, Place as a principle of development links each site's unique enntext, building form, land form,

history, activity and climate, The performance of place is manifested in each tunnel/geo-space as a main component of identity

and is related to its outdoor environment through an appropirate technological response,

Complexity

Complexity as a site development strategy acknowledges that each site's characteristics are intricate. This may

require an inter-disciplinary approach, such as a socio-cultural approach, bio-physical approach, architectural-cultural or

technological-structural. This transforms the simple act of walking through the tunnel into a rich, attractive, educational, playful,

walking experience.
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Diversity

Diversity encourages variety. Diversity as a strategy in the geo-space/tunnel development is intended to build a cul-

tural, natural and structural system that reflects the varied existences of this campus, the layers of spaces, the plants, lighting,

wind, movement and the time changes/seasons, This design principle explores options, supported by the environment, that

will foster meaningful experiences for each individual who uses this space.

Accessibility

Accessibility builds more supportive access for people with different needs, such as universal access, The easier

the access for different needs the more people will use the tunnel space, This principle seeks to improve accessibility for the

whole system as well as each site,

Connection

Connection implies an investigation of opportunities to link parts of the campus into a network thereby improving

covenience, This includes connecting two sites together, and openning up extra access in order to improve the connection

between the tunnel and an out-door environment, Connection is not only about structural connection with other sites or spaces

but also connection with the social activities and with the environment.
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Aesthetic integrity

Aesthetic integrity should be part of all design work, This means, as well as being practical, the design should dis-

play poetic expression, Aesthetic integrity is realized through delightful experience of the inner space and of the landscape, ln

the design for the university of Manitoba tunnels, this landscape design strategy heightens human enjoyment of the space,

Liveability

Liveability as a development strategy means developing a meaningful, supportive design for all the individuals who

live, study, teach, and do research on this campus. The design seeks to improve the quality of people's social activities, espi-

cally walking as a primary way of moving alongs campus life. For this campus and this project, the development of liveability is

more about improving the quality of the year-round walking experience.

Playfulness

Playfulness as a design strategy is not only required in the design forms and structures, but also the meaning or

emotional experience should be playful. This is an educational site where most of the population is younger, Their views of the

design is a very important dimension,
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Structu re

Structure as a tunnel development strategy ensures spatial satisfaction, The new structures are part of the architec-

ture and the landscape, linking the two, thereby connecting the natural environment with the soical activities of the campus.
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5.3 Designs for seven sites

This section intends to demonstrate the flnal design approachs at these seven locations. These designs are search-

ing for the opportunities with the social, environmental and architectural connection and interruption rather than simply

providing a landscape view or structure. These designs are based on the various existing conditions, representing the design

strategies - place, complexity, diversity, accessibility, connection, aesthetic integrity, livability, playfulness and structure,

5.3.1. Site/þpe I

This is the place between the Russell Building and the Engineering Building, The analysis table (Table 1) shows the

opportunities and constraints at this site related to the design principles. The strength of this site is its good accessibility. The

development strategy is determined is as follows:

1, Build a connection between the upper level and lower level environments and connect the tunnel space with the outdoor

environment (place, connection, livability)

2, lntroduce the connectionat tandmark to the site. (COnneCtiOn, plaCe, StfUCtUfe)

3. Separate the loading/drop off area and walking r"r. (liVability)

4, lncrease the sunshine penetration opportunity to the tunnet. (liVability, diVefSity,)

5. Adjust the visualconnection and watking connection. (aeSthetiC integfity, StfUCtUfe)
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Table 1. Type/Tunnel 1 analysistable

oà_q
Place

Complexity

Aesthetic Aspect

Good

Liveability

Accessibility

Structure

Connection

Normal

Diversity

o

o

Not Good

o

o

o

o

o

o
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These two section drawings demonstrate the changes to the

tunnel. The drawing (Site/type 1-b) shows the proposed tunnel

section, This shows the relationship between the tunnel and

the outdoor environment as well as the increased walking

opportunities across this tunnel
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The tunnelitypel section

Site/type 1-b (proposed)

The tunnel's section drawing



Tunnel view

The tunnel is still in the same place as before but

now its south wall becomes a movable wall that

could be opened during good weather, New ceil-

ing windows allow sunlight penetration and build

a visual connection with the outdoor environment,

Exterior view

Addional north-south wall extensions are intro-

duced, connecting the upper level environment

with below grade environment, Additionally the

wall form imitates the buildings'form, Meanwhile,

these walls also help to mitigate the iunnel

temperature.
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This site design demonstrat a landscape structure that

connects the outdoor environment and tunnel. The structure

supports the connection, direction, interruption and sepera-

tion functions. This site is now in a place that accommodates

the social activities and physical and emotional needs of

people - chatting with friends, pausing at any corner of the

site, enjoying the sense of nature, The design framing the

sunlighUshadows within the tunnel, increasing the visual con-

nections with the environment, people, and nature.
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Site/type 1 plan

Scale: not to scale

LEGEND:

ffi
t-- I

Plants

Ceiling windory for tunnpl & floor
lighting for'the ground
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Existing Engineering Building

' Existing Russell Building
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5.3.2. Site/type 2

Site 2 is the Architecture ll Building's tunnel.The analysis table (Table 2) shows this segment of tunnel needs devel-

oping with respect to place, aesthetic aspect, livability, accessibility, structure, connection, diversity. The development strategy

then determined is as follows:

1,

2.

J.

4,

Develop more than one universat access to this segment (aCCeSSibility)

lntroduce the access/opening tandmark to this tunnet. (StfUCtUfe, plaCe)

search ror an oppotunity to brins natural lishting to this tunnet. (COnneCtiOn, liVability)

Connect the tunnel to the outside environment at the beginning of this tunnel. (COn neCtiOn, d iVefSity )
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Table 2, Typeilunnel 2 analysis table

\-Quality
Asoects 

-\\-

Place

Complexity

Aesthetic Aspect

Good

Liveability

Accessibility

Structure

o

Connection

Normal

Diversity

Not Good

o

o

o

o

o

c

o
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The proposed design for this segment of tunnel addresses the

ending/access component, The two proposed section draw-

ings illustrate the access part of this tunnel,
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Site/type 2-a

The tunnel/type 2 section

Site/type 2-b, c (proposed)

The tunnel's section drawing
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Tunnel view

The impact of this access design is to frame the natu-

ral view. This natural view brings the wind, movement

of leaves, sunshine, shadow, smells of plants to the

tunneligeo-space, This serves to create a memorable

place, Universal access for this site is very important

as it is the farthest access point to the main tunnel

system for people coming onto campus from the west

and from the Continuning Education Building,

Exterior view
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The structures for this tunnel create the landmark as

well as provide directional cues for walking to tunnel.

The curved line outside brings people into the tunnel

and provides a boundary line for a seating area, The two

"L" shaped walls associated with this area make it more

quiet and safe. The landmark for this place consists of

vertical poles with horizontal poles creating a partial

roof over the access point, Another structure is the roof

windows'frame at the both north side and south side of

the building, These windows providing indirect sunlight

opportunity for the tunnel.
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Site/type 2 plan

Scale: not to scale
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5.3.3. Site/type 3

This segment of tunnel is between the Continuning Education Building and the Max Bell Centre,The analysis table

below provided a development reference. The strengths of this site are good sense of place, the aesthetic aspect, and acces-

sibility. Diversity needs to be addressed, The development strategy determined is as follows:

1.

2,

Build a connection between the externalwest east side environment. (COfìfìeCtiOn, diVefSity)

Develop a connection between the west side and the east side garden.

(connection, liveability, accessibility)

lncrease the sunshine penetration opportunity to the tunnelwalking ,rrr.(COmpleXity)

Expand the openins at the west side or this site, (aCCeSSibility, diVefSity)

J.

4
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Table 3 Type/Tunnel 3 analysis table

\_euality
Aspects

Place

Complexity

Aesthetic Aspect

Good

Liveability

Accessibility

o

Structure

Connection

Normal

o

Diversity

o

o

Not Good

o

o

o

o
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This segment of tunnel design provides more connections for the west

side garden and eastside garden, Here doors open in the middle

of the tunnel to create the connection; above the tunnel, a bridge is

proposed to allow kavel from the second floor to the east side garden,

New, expanded ceiling windows provide a nice view of nature and

allow sunshine penetration,

120

Site/type 3-a

The tunnel/type 3 section

Site/type 3-b (proposed)

The tunnel's section drawing



Tunnel view

Exterior view
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The structure of this site is the bridge from the west to

the eastside garden, The connections include two levels,

One is from the second floor of l\ilax Bell Centre to the

east side garden; the other is through doors in the middle

of this tunnel that open at ground level to the west garden,

The structure refìects the forms and shapes of the tunnel,

ceiling window and existing landscape structures
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Site/type 3 plan

Scale: not to scale
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Existing Max Bell Centre Building
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5.3.4. Site/type 4

This is the place between the Administration Building and UMSU centre, The analysis table (Table 4) shows the

strength of this site being its good accessibility. The design needs to develop place, complexity, aesthetic aspect, liveability,

connection, diversity and structure. The developmentstrategy then determined is as follows:

1. Build a connection between the above ground and underground spaces,

(diversity, con nection, diversity)

Develop the vertical landmark to show that there is a tunnel Oelow, (StlUCtU fe)

Build the transitional space from the interior to the exterior space,

(complexity, liveability, aesthetic aspect)

lncrease and frame the sunshine penetration inro the tunner. (aesthetic aspect)

Develop more livable seating/walking space between the tunnet and the ground rpæ*, (liVeability, diVefSity)

L

J.

4.

Ã
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Table 4 Type/funnel 4 analysis table

_\_@lity
Aspects \

Place

Complexity

Aesthetic Aspect

Good

Liveability

Accessibility

Structure

Connection

Normal

Diversity

o

o

Not Good

o

o

o

c

o

o
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This segment of the tunnel design creates two verti-

cal gardens. One is on the UMSU side, one is on

the Administration side, These two gardens, midway

between grade and tunnel level, provide access to

the pedestrian and seating area.
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Site/type 4-a

The tunnel/type 4 section

Site/type 4-b (proposed)

The tunnel's section drawing



Tunnel view

The plants on the wall are ivy which are

from the above ground's flower bed, ln the

middle is a tree underplanted to flower-

ing plants, The ceiling window provides

sunlight penetration to these plants as well

as the tunnel, ln front of the UMSU centre,

there is a bridge at ground level which

crosses over the tunnel's ceiling window.

This bridge maintains the existing walklng

path also provides nice shadows to the

seatìng area.

Exterior view
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The structure on this site has a vertical garden with a sun

roof structure associating the tunnel space with the envi-

ronment. This structure also provides a seating, chatting,

pausing, reading, walking area within the vertical garden,
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Site/type 4 plan

Scale: not to scale
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5.3.5. Site/type 5

This is the place between UMSU Centre and the Engineering Building. The analysis table (table 5) shows the site

has a good sense of place and aesthetic aspect.complexity, liveability, accessible, structure, connection and diversity need to

be developed, The development strategy determined is as follows:

1, Develop the livable, playful out-door environment that is close to the tunnel space,

(liveability, playful, accessible, place)

Build a connection linking the tunnel to the out-door environment and upper Ievel pedestrian walkway,

(diversity, place)

connectrhe uMSU plaza to this site. (COnneCtiOn, StfUCtUfe)

Expand the lower level's walking environment, build the walking/sitting gardenigeo-landscape,

(liveability, diversity, accessible)

Connect this site with site 3.

(connection, diversity, complexity, accessible)

J.

4
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Table 5 Type/Tunnel 5 analysis table

\eUatity
Aspects \

Place

Complexity

Aesthetic Aspect

Good

Liveability

Accessibility

o

Structure

Connection

Normal

o

Diversity

o

Not Good

o

o

o

o

a
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The majority of the design associate with this seg-

ment of tunnel is related the out-door environment,

There is an exterior walking path connected with

this tunnel. This below grade walking path has trees,

flowerS around the seating areas and two stairs to

the above ground walking path.

136

Site/type 5-a

The tunnel/type 5 section

Site/type 5-b (proposed)

The tunnel's section drawing



Tunnelview

Aground levelwalking path, is connected

by a bridge to the UMSU Plaza,The below

grade walking path could be connected

to the site 4 tunnel if an access door is lo-

cated in the site 4 tunnel, providing a new

walking option, lf this were done, the new

path could reduce the pedestrian density in

the UMSU centre,

Exterior view

The bridge beside the above ground

walking path has stairs to the below

grade garden
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The purpose of the structures on this site are to create

an attractive out-door walking path below grade, This

path is connected to the ground walking path through

two staircases, A bridge connects the ground walking

path to the UMSU Plaza, The below grade walking path

is shaded by trees or overhead structures, The seating

area in the below grade garden has an nice open view,

yet it is private and quiet, At the end of this path is the

potential access to the tunnel of site 4,
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Site/type 5 plan

Scale: not to scale
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5.3.6. Site/type 6

This is the place in front of the Fine Arts School. The analysis table (Table 6) shows that this site needs to develop

complexity, liveability, accessibility, structure, connection, diversity and the sense of place. The development strategy deter-

mined is as follows:

Create a center space for the ground garden which connects the ground garden and the underground tunnel space,

(liveability, structure, place)

create the verticalconnection tandmark to the site. (plaCe, COmplexity, aCCeSSibility)

Develop a livable, playful, transitional space between the underground and ground environment,

(playful, diversity, connection)

lncrease and frame the sunshine penetration to the tunnelwatking ,r.r.(aesthetiC aSpeCt)

tntroduce prants into the underground space, (diversity, c0mplexity, place)

2,

2

4,

5
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Table 6 Type/Tunnel 6 analysis table

\--QalitY
Aspects -\

Place

Complexity

Aesthetic Aspect

Good

Liveability

Accessibility

Structure

Connection

Normal

o

Diversity

o

Not Good

o

o

o

o

o

o
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This segment of tunnel design provides a centre space

that would unite the tunnel spaces with the above ground

walking and seating areas. This centre space is based on a

vertical garden,

144

Siteitype 6-a

The tunnel/type 6 section

Site/type 6-b (proposed)

The tunnel's section drawing



Tunnel entrance view

There are two seating areas along this verti-

cal garden, The one above ground is currently

located in front of the Fine Arts School; the other,

inside the tunnel, is the new seating area. This

area has a half-open ceiling and spiral stairs,

There are trees growing inside the tunnel that

cover almost half of the seating area inside,

Exterior view
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This structure's design creates a central seating area at

two levels and an new access from ground level to the

tunnel, The structure creates an interesting vertical gar-

den from below ground to above ground, The triangular

trajectory provides a nice shadow as well as privacy too.
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Site/type 6 plan

Scale: not to scale
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5.3.7. Site/type 7

This is the place in front of the Tier Building and main the bus on campus. This segment of tunnel has wide open

windows, stairs, and an elevator. This site has a very good sense of place, aesthetic aspect, liveability, and accessibility, The

development needs to focus on complexity, connection and diversity, The development strategy determined is as follows:

1,

2.

J.

Frame the sunshine penerrarion. (liveability, aesthetic aSpec, diversity)

lntroduce the landmark to the site. (plaCe)

Build the north side garden with a transitional connection with the tunnel space,

(structu re, complexity, connection)
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Table 7 Type/Tunnel 7 analysis table

Aspects
Quality

Place

Complexity

Aesthetic Aspect

Good

Liveability

Accessibility

o

Structure

Connection

Normal

o

Diversity

o

o

c

Not Good

o

o

o
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This segment of the tunnel design develops a place that provides sit-

ting, observing, and walking opportunities year round,
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Site/type 7-a

ïhe tunnelitype 7 section

Site/type 7-b (proposed)

The tunnel's section drawing



Tunnelview

The design joins a walking path to the

existing tunnel. This leads to a newly

developed north side courtyard, The

other development includes the three-

wall arrangment at the east side of the

tunnel. These walls create a connection

between the tunnel and the courtyard,

providing interesting private spaces at

this site and a networked landmark.

Exterior view
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The structure design at this site attempts to moderate

the often bright, hot sunlight at this segment, Wood slats

frame window glass, creating nice shadows and enhanc-

ing the sunlights presence, The structure also includes

the extended walking path that leads people to the newly

developed north side garden,
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Site/type 7 plan

Scale: not to scale
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5.4 Conculsion

ln conclusion, the purpose of this practicum is to explore landscape architecture in the COflteXt Of GeO-

Space deSign to address the StfeSSeS Of modefn lifO, ,r.n as unrnendry ctimate, potentiar enersy shortages,

increasing urban land prices, and interpersonat conflicts due to poorty ptanned spaces. The deVelOpment Of "GeO-

space Urban Design" is a new development method that extends the city into

underground spaces. This new direction for landscape design is the depar-

tUfe pOintfOf this pfOjOCt.rnrconstraintsindesigningsuchundergroundpubticspacesarevaned;however,suntight

penetration is key for design.

The chosen site, University of Manitoba Fort Garry Campus, ¡s âl'l OdUCatiOnal Site *itn a large popula-

tion, long periods of harsh weather, and underground pedestrian tunnels covering long distancer TheSe tUnnels

are the underground public spaces that can be redesigned to encompass all

the functions for living, studying, working and learning, rn.r.tunnersarsovarysisniri-

canlty with respect to their spatial forms as well as their relationship with the outside environment. Consequently, the designs

process sorted the tunnel spaces into seven forms which resulted in seven different design approaches.
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The outcome of this activity has resulted in a natural, cultural and struc-

tural celebration that has created places that may support greater "human

d ig n ity" , rn. gpes of geo-space/tunnel designs proposed herein demonstrate there can be a relationship between man and nature

eveninseo-space I realized that the connection/interruption between the environ-

ment and geo-space can create communication by introducing to the geo-

landscape complexity, diversity and playfulness resulting in an enhanced,

liVable SpaCe, Whetherthespaceshouldbetransitional,thatistosaymovingpeoplefromabovegroundtounderground,ora

network that connects with all the other types of the site's geo-landscape, all depends on the context.

Future research should focus on new geomorphology and new infrustructure, such as, HVAC (Heating, Air Condition-

ing and Cool) systems for vegetation growth in underground spaces and new hydrology systems development. More futuristi-

cally, new research could include soil profile, texture and conditions analyses that could result in new species or new systems

to enchance the underground enviroment, Exploration is also needed into the effects of varying sunlight penetration on plant

growth,
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